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IMPROVING DOCUMENT SPEED, SECURITY & 
SAVINGS BY MOVING FAX TO THE CLOUD   

Kuhl Insurance successfully replaced its existing fax server with Esker Cloud Fax Services in order to 
save time and money while supporting HIPAA compliance.

Project Background

As one of central Illinois’ largest independent insurance 
agencies, Kuhl represents multiple insurance carriers around 
the region. Naturally, maintaining these business relationships 
involves a healthy dose of email-to-fax and fax-to-email 
communication. 

So when the time came to update its existing fax hardware, Kuhl 
had a decision to make — stick with its current on-premises 
provider or adopt a more modern, cloud-based solution. 

On-premises vs. in the cloud

For over 10 years, Kuhl had relied on a RightFax fax server to 
process approximately 1,000-1,500 pages each month. The 
network-based system allowed all faxes to come into Kuhl’s 
Microsoft Outlook service. Although the system served its 
purpose well, Kuhl was beginning to question the value of the 
investment.  

“When you invest in a fax server solution, it also means investing 
thousands of dollars into hardware refreshes and maintenance, 
buying a new fax board, and more,” said Phil Witzig, Systems 
Administrator at Kuhl Insurance. “Our thought process was, why 
not offload faxing to a cloud vendor and pay on a per-page basis 
to be more cost-effective? Plus, from an admin perspective, not 
having to worry about another server was very appealing.” 

Document clarity

One performance-related issue that Kuhl did hope to resolve 
from its fax server solution was improving the clarity of the 
documents being processed. Witzig explained: “It seems like a 
small thing, but faxes never appeared as clear as they should. 
We handle a lot of insurance applications, quote submissions 
and claim activity so it’s important that everything can be 
quickly deciphered.”

Key Requirements

Kuhl had good reason to be excited about the potential benefits 
of moving to a cloud service, but the next challenge was finding 
a solution that could meet the company’s key requirements. 
Kuhl needed assurance its new cloud provider could:

§  Maintain existing DIDs. As part of the old faxing system, staff 
members each had their own direct inward dialing numbers 
(DIDs) that Kuhl’s customers were accustomed to. Wanting 
to avoid the headache of getting entirely new numbers, Kuhl’s 
goal was to find a cloud solution provider that had the capacity 
to maintain and support their multiple DID infrastructure. 

§  Support HIPAA compliance. Because many of the documents 
Kuhl handles contain electronic protected health information 
(ePHI), the company is obligated by law to transmit ePHI in 
accordance with the published safeguards and requirements 
of HIPAA. Any new solution provider needed to have the 
necessary controls and procedures in place to help Kuhl 
accomplish this. 

With these considerations in mind, Kuhl eventually selected Esker 
as its cloud fax solution provider. Esker Cloud Fax Services was 
able to meet all of Kuhl’s requirements while providing a secure 
and feature-rich solution for sending and receiving faxes from 
its desktop Outlook service — all without requiring additional 
software or hardware investments.

With Esker, we’ve found a cloud fax solution 
that’s not only fast, secure and efficient, it’s 
easy to use and saves us money — what’s 
not to like? 

Phil Witzig — Systems Administrator 
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About Kuhl Insurance

Founded in 1979 by Phil Kuhl and based in Morton, Illinois, Kuhl Insurance is one of the region’s largest independent agencies, representing 
nearly 50 different insurance carriers throughout central Illinois. After more than 35 years in business, Kuhl Insurance has grown to provide its 
unique services to commercial, group and personal businesses.

www.kuhlinsurance.com
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Esker allowed Kuhl to keep its existing DIDs by first remote call 
forwarding them to Esker-provided numbers. They were then 
ported over to Esker’s Telco provider for use with the service 
without forwarding.

“There weren’t many providers willing to take on a setup with 
multiple DIDs but Esker did it enthusiastically, and with great 
results” said Witzig. “Esker also worked closely with us to ensure 
communication between our email server and their solution 
maintained HIPAA compliance.” 

Benefits of Faxing in the Cloud

Using Esker Cloud Fax Services, Kuhl has successfully 
transformed its faxing process into a more efficient, affordable 
and sustainable operation. Some of the biggest advantages the 
company has achieved since implementation include:

§ Continued ability to fax directly from desktop systems

§  Enhanced document clarity

§  No server hardware to purchase or maintain

§  One less server to manage

§  Minimized operating costs (offloaded to Esker)

§  Pay-per-use cost efficiency

§  Unlimited capacity and 24/7 service availability

§  Real-time status and tracking capabilities

§  More robust disaster recovery options 

§  Seamless transition from RightFax to Esker

§  HIPAA / HITECH compliance

“The ability for people to walk right up to our Xerox WorkCentre 
multifunction printer and fax from there is so easy and 
effortless,” said Witzig. “Not only that, the visibility of the service 
allows us to see what’s going on, get reports, add or delete 
users, and see what faxes have been sent and who’s using 
them. With Esker, we’ve found a cloud fax solution that’s not 
only fast, secure and efficient, it’s easy to use and saves us 
money — what’s not to like?” 

“A good company with good people”

Any company that moves from one solution vendor to another 
understands how challenging the process can be, particularly 
for the individual or individuals spearheading the change. Kuhl 
was impressed by how well Esker facilitated the process and 
maintained communication throughout to ensure success.

“When a person in my position makes a recommendation like 
this to the owners of the organization, it’s a big step that carries 
a risk to your reputation,” said Witzig. “It’s really refreshing 
to make that move and discover that, yeah, I made the right 
decision. Esker is a good company with good people, and it was 
well worth it.”
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Americas www.esker.com
Australia www.esker.com.au
France www.esker.fr
Germany www.esker.de
Italy www.esker.it

Malaysia www.esker.com.my 
New Zealand www.esker.co.nz
Singapore www.esker.com.sg
Spain www.esker.es
United Kingdom www.esker.co.uk
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